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With engaging new contributions from the major figures
in the fields of the media and public opinion The Oxford
Handbook of American Public Opinion and the Media is
a key point of reference for anyone working in American
politics today.
This book provides a fresh perspective on the
importance of the Hindi media in India's political, social
and economic transformation with evidence from the
countryside and the cities. Accessed by more than forty
percent of the public, it continues to play an important
role in building political awareness and mobilising public
opinion. Instead of viewing the media as a singular
entity, this book highlights its diversity and complexity to
understand the changing dynamics of political
communication that is shaped by the interactions
between the news media, political parties and the public,
and how various media forms are being used in a rapidly
transforming environment. The book offers insights into
how print, television, and digital media work together
with, rather than in isolation from, each another to grasp
the complexities of the emerging hybrid media
environment and the future of mobilisation.
The first book-long analysis of the 'mediatization of
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transformations of the relationship between media and
politics in recent decades, and explores how growing
media autonomy, journalistic framing, media populism
and new media technologies affect democratic
processes.
Political Communication Ethics: Theory and Practice
introduces students to how political communication
professionals ought to behave, and how they actually
behave. The chapters by both scholars and practitioners
will help students wrestle with the question of what
ethical responsibilities, if any, political communications
professionals have.
Mass Media and Political Thought is a state-of-the-art
collection of original research on the cognitive
psychology of political communication. Political
information processing is examined in several stages: (1)
voters' ability to process political information; (2) voters'
motivation to process such information; (3) the effects of
political messages; and (4) the impact of these
processes and effects on the polity.
Much has been made of the speed and constancy of
modern politics. Whether watching cable news,
retweeting political posts, or receiving news alerts on our
phones, political communication now happens
continuously and in real time. Traditional research
methods often do not capture this dynamic environment.
Early studies that guided the study of political
communication took place at a time when transistors and
FM radio, television, and widely distributed films
technologically changed the way people gained
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around them. Now, the environment has transformed
again through digital innovations. This book provides one
of the first systematic assessment of real-time methods
used to study the new digital media environment. It
features twelve chapters—authored by leading
researchers in the field—using continuous or real time
response methods to study political communication in
various forms. Moreover, the authors explain how viewer
attitudes can be measured over time, message effects
can be pin-pointed down to the second of impact,
behaviors can be tracked and analyzed unobtrusively,
and respondents can naturally respond on their
smartphone, tablet, or even console gaming system.
Leading practitioners in the field working for CNN,
Microsoft, and Twitter show how the approach is being
innovatively used in the field. Political Communication in
Real Time is a welcome addition to the growing field of
interest in "big data" and continuous response research.
This volume will appeal to scholars and practitioners in
political science and communication studies wishing to
gain new insights into the strengths and limitations of this
approach. Political communication is a continuous
process, so theories, applications, and cognitive models
of such communication require continuous measures
and methods.
The mass media in the Arab world and the Middle East
have undergone profound changes since the beginning
of the 1990s. The chapters in this volume cover basic
issues such as control, ownership, and development and
culture in the context of mass media and society.
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Wars and suspicion of new technologies such as film
and radio, political communication has become a hybrid
field largely devoted to connecting the dots among
political rhetoric, politicians and leaders, voters' opinions,
and media exposure to better understand how any one
aspect can affect the others. In The Oxford Handbook of
Political Communication Kate Kenski and Kathleen Hall
Jamieson bring together leading scholars, including
founders of the field of political communication Elihu
Katz, Jay Blumler, Doris Graber, Max McCombs, and
Thomas Paterson,to review the major findings about
subjects ranging from the effects of political advertising
and debates and understandings and misunderstandings
of agenda setting, framing, and cultivation to the
changing contours of social media use in politics and the
functions of the press in a democratic system. The
essays in this volume reveal that political communication
is a hybrid field with complex ancestry, permeable
boundaries, and interests that overlap with those of
related fields such as political sociology, public opinion,
rhetoric, neuroscience, and the new hybrid on the quad,
media psychology. This comprehensive review of the
political communication literature is an indispensible
reference for scholars and students interested in the
study of how, why, when, and with what effect humans
make sense of symbolic exchanges about sharing and
shared power. The sixty-two chapters in The Oxford
Handbook of Political Communication contain an
overview of past scholarship while providing critical
reflection of its relevance in a changing media landscape
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The media plays an intricate role in the political economy of
developing nations as it conveys the social issues and
impacts of a government’s legislation and policy. However,
information is often miscommunicated or biased in emergent
economies as media owners often tailor news and
advertisements to promote their own agendas rather than
meet the needs of citizens. Political Influence of the Media in
Developing Countries analyzes the use and structure of
media in political forums in developing nations. Featuring
research on the effects of the media on news consumption
and the professional and ethical difficulties journalists and
editors face in the dissemination of political messages, this
publication is an essential reference source for policy makers,
academicians, politicians, students, and researchers
interested in the adoption of various media formats used to
promote the political environment and civic engagement
within developing countries.
Politics is above all a contest, and the news media are the
central arena for viewing that competition. One of the central
concerns of political communication has to do with the myriad
ways in which politics has an impact on the news media and
the equally diverse ways in which the media influences
politics. Both of these aspects in turn weigh heavily on the
effects such political communication has on mass citizens. In
Making Sense of Media and Politics, Gadi Wolfsfeld
introduces readers to the most important concepts that serve
as a framework for examining the interrelationship of media
and politics: political power can usually be translated into
power over the news media when authorities lose control over
the political environment they also lose control over the news
there is no such thing as objective journalism (nor can there
be) the media are dedicated more than anything else to
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media on citizens tend to be unintentional and unnoticed. By
identifying these five key principles of political communication,
the author examines those who package and send political
messages, those who transform political messages into news,
and the effect all this has on citizens. The result is a brief,
engaging guide to help make sense of the wider world of
media and politics and an essential companion to more indepths studies of the field.
The third volume of edited papers from the Tenth World
Congress of the Econometric Society 2010.
The Latin-American population has become a major force in
American politics in recent years, with expanding influences
in local, state, and national elections. The candidates in the
2004 campaign wooed Latino voters by speaking Spanish to
Latino audiences and courting Latino groups and PACs.
Recognizing the rising influence of the Latino population in
the United States, Federico Subervi-Velez has put together
this edited volume, examining various aspects of the Latino
and media landscape, including media coverage in Englishand Spanish-language media, campaigns, and survey
research.
Conservative Political Communication examines the evolution
of appeals, media, and tactics in right-wing media and
political communication, tracking trends and shifts from the
early days of contemporary conservatism in the 1950s to the
Trump administration. The chapters in this edited volume
feature the work of senior and junior scholars from the fields
of communication, journalism, and political science employing
content analytic, experimental, survey, historical, and
rhetorical research methodologies. Analyses of the rise of the
24-hour news cycle, the range of partisan news sources, and
the role of social media algorithms in political campaigns yield
insights for our media and information ecosystems. A key
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communications help and hinder partisan fragmentation, a
condition whereby novice elected officials create personal
conservative brands, appeal to the base through partisan
media, and complicate senior leadership’s ability to engage
in bargaining, compromise, and deal-making. This volume
interrogates conservative media and messaging to track
where these processes came from, how they functioned in
the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign, and where they may be
going in the future. This book will interest scholars and upperlevel students of political communication, media and politics,
and political science, as well as readers invested in today’s
political media landscape in the United States.
"Mass Media and American Politics is the most
comprehensive and best book for political communication.
This text has made it easy for my students to learn about
research and theory related to political journalism and the
political communication system in America. It has great utility
and insight while being comprehensive but not overwhelming
for students." —Jason Martin, DePaul University Known for its
readable introduction to the literature and theory of the field,
Mass Media and American Politics is a trusted,
comprehensive look at media?s impact on attitudes, behavior,
elections, politics, and policymaking. This Tenth Edition is
thoroughly updated to reflect major structural changes that
have shaken the world of political news and examines the
impact of the changing media landscape. It includes timely
examples from the 2016 election cycle to illustrate the
significance of these changes. This classic text balances
comprehensive coverage and cutting-edge theory, shows
students how the media influence governmental institutions
and the communication strategies of political elites, and
illustrates how the government shapes the way the media
disseminate information. Written by Doris A. Graber—a
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shaping the field of mass media and American politics—and
Johanna Dunaway, this book sets the standard. FREE
POSTER: Fact or Fiction? Use this checklist to avoid the
pitfalls posed by the rise of fake news
Discussions focus on three key channels of communication:
the press, radio, and television, which are also the three main
mediators in modern society."--BOOK JACKET.
These essays discuss US policy in regulating the media and
the reconciliation of the First Amendment.
This book examines how the COVID-19 pandemic impacted
the flows of communication between politicians, journalists,
and citizens. Distinguished contributors grapple with how the
pandemic, as a global unexpected event, disrupted the
communication process and changed the relationships
between politics, media, and publics, the three central players
of political communication. Using different methodologies,
they scrutinize changes in government communication, (new)
media coverage, and public opinion during this crisis. The
book moves beyond the USA and Western Europe to include
cases from Eastern Europe, Latin America, and Asia, taking
into account how variations in the political context, the media
system and personal leadership can influence how the
COVID-19 pandemic challenged the political communication
process. It is an ideal text for advanced students and scholars
of political communication, political science, and media
studies. Chapter 13 of this book is freely available as a
downloadable Open Access PDF under a Creative Commons
Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license
available at http://www.taylorfrancis.com.
Sample Text
Political Communication and Social Theory presents an
advanced and challenging text for students and scholars of
political communication and mass media in democracies. It
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media sociology and political sociology, and includes a mix of
theoretical debate and current examples from several
democratic media systems. Its wide ranging discussions both
introduce and contest the traditional scholarship on a number
of contemporary topics and issues. These include:
comparative political and media systems theories of
democracy, representation and the public sphere political
party communication, marketing and elections the production
of news media and public policy media sociology and
journalist-source relations celebrity politics, popular culture
and political leadership new media and online democracy
national-global politics and international political
communication foreign policy-making, war and media the
crisis of public communication in established democracies. At
the same time, Political Communication and Social Theory
also offers a fascinating investigation of the causes of crisis in
established political and media systems. In today’s
democracies, trust in politicians, state institutions and
mainstream media sources has dropped to new lows. The
traditional business model that sustained journalism is failing
and nations are struggling to respond to the existing global
recession and impending environmental and resource crises.
Drawing on interviews with over 100 experienced politicians,
journalists and civil servants, Aeron Davis explores how the
varied political actors and communicative processes, at the
centre of UK democracy, may or may not be contributing to
such crisis tendencies.
The Handbook of Political Communication Research is a
benchmark volume, defining the most important and
significant thrusts of contemporary research and theory in
political communication. Editor Lynda Lee Kaid brings
together exemplary scholars to explore the current state of
political communication research in each of its various facets.
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communication scholarship, contributions represent research
coming from communication, political science, journalism, and
marketing disciplines, among others. The Handbook
demonstrates the broad scope of the political communication
discipline and emphasizes theoretical overviews and research
synthesis, with each chapter providing discussion of the major
lines of research, theory, and findings for the area of concern.
Chapters are organized into sections covering: *The
theoretical background, history, structure, and diversity of
political communication; *Messages predominant in the study
of political communication, ranging from classical rhetorical
modes to political advertising and debates; *News media
coverage of politics, political issues, and political institutions;
*Public opinion and the audiences of political communication;
*European and Asian perspectives on political
communication; and *Trends in political communication study,
including the Internet, and its role in changing the face of
political communication. As a comprehensive and thorough
examination of the political communication discipline--the first
in over two decades--this Handbook is a "must-have"
resource for scholars and researchers in political
communication, mass communication, and political science. It
will also serve readers in public opinion, political psychology,
and related areas.
The revised and updated eighth edition of the bestselling
textbook Politics UK is an indispensible introduction to British
politics. It provides a thorough and accessible overview of the
institutions and processes of British government, a good
grounding in British political history and an incisive
introduction to the issues facing Britain today. With
contributed chapters from respected scholars in the field and
contemporary articles on real-world politics from well-known
political commentators, this textbook is an essential guide for
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new material from eight new contributors to complement the
rigorously updated and highly valued chapters retained from
the previous edition. The eighth edition includes: · Britain in
context boxes offering contrasting international perspectives
of themes in British politics. · A comprehensive 'who's who' of
politics in the form of Profile boxes featuring key political
figures. · And another thing ... pieces: short articles written by
distinguished commentators including Jonathan Powell,
Michael Moran and Mark Garnett. · Fully updated chapters
plus new material providing excellent coverage of
contemporary political events including: The Leveson Inquiry,
the aftermath of the 2011 riots and the House of Lords
reform. · A vibrant and accessible new design to excite and
engage students as the work through a variety of political
topics. · A new epilogue to the book offering a critical
perspective of the trials and tribulations of the Coalition
Government, including an overview of the major differences
that divide the coalition partners.
It is widely recognised that the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) uses the media to set the agenda for political
discourse, propagate official policies, monitor public opinion,
and rally regime support. State agencies in China control the
full spectrum of media programming, either through
ownership or the power to regulate. Political Communication
in China examines the two factors which have contributed to
the rapid development of media infrastructure in China:
technology and commercialization. Economic development
led to technological advancement, which in turn brought
about the rapid modernization of all forms of communication,
from ‘old’ media such as television to the Internet, cell
phones, and satellite communications. This volume examines
how these recent developments have affected the
relationship between the CCP and the mass media as well as
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Chinese citizens’ media use, political attitudes, and
behaviour. The chapters in this book represent a diverse
range of research methods, from surveys, content analysis,
and field interviews to the manipulation of aggregate
statistical data. The result is a lively debate which creates
many opportunities for future research into the fundamental
question of convergence between political and media
regimes. This book was originally published as a special
issue of the journal Political Communication.
This fully-updated new edition of Politics and the Mass Media
in Britain provides a comprehensive introduction to the role of
mass communications in politics at all levels, from election
campaigns, news reports and lobbying groups to the media
activities of pressure groups. The relationship between
politics, politicians and the media is a matter of increasingly
contentious public debate, as politicans' awareness of the
importance of the media becomes more sophisticated amidst
rapidly-advancing media technology and control. Providing a
review of the nature and content of political communications
and of recent theoretical developments, Negrine addresses
the issues surrounding today's mass media, including cable
and satellite television, investigation of the press, the
relationship between the state and broadcasting institutions,
and the ever-present question of whether or not Britain needs
a media policy. This new edition includes case studies and
examples from television and the press; fully-revised text with
updated sections on the press, broadcasting and media
legislation; and brand new chapters on Europe and
globalisation.
In this political communication text, Richard M. Perloff
examines the various ways in which messages are
constructed and communicated from public officials and
politicians through the mass media to the ultimate receiversPage 12/22
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communication, he provides an overview of the most
significant issues in the study of politics and the media. In
addition to synthesizing facts and theories, and highlighting
the scholarly contributions made to the understanding of
political communication effects, Political Communication
addresses such factors as the rhetorical accomplishments of
American presidents, the ongoing tangles between the press
and the presidency, and the historical roots of politics as it is
practiced and studied today. It also addresses major issues
about the press and politics that continually resurface, such
as question of press bias and the use and manipulation of
media by politicians to accomplish national goals. As a
comprehensive and engaging introduction to contemporary
political communication, this volume provides all readers with
a historical perspective on American politics and press and
offers a unique appreciation of the strengths and virtues of
political communication in America.

What impact do news and political advertising have on
us? How do candidates use media to persuade us as
voters? Are we informed adequately about political
issues? Do 21st-century political communications
measure up to democratic ideals? The Dynamics of
Political Communication: Media and Politics in a Digital
Age explores these issues and guides us through current
political communication theories and beliefs. Author
Richard M. Perloff details the fluid landscape of political
communication and offers us an engaging introduction to
the field and a thorough tour of the d.
Contributed articles on role of mass media in political
communication, process, and propaganda.
An Introduction to Political Communication explores the
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in the UK, the USA and other contemporary societies.
Brian McNair examines how politicians, trade unions,
pressure groups, non-governmental organizations and
terrorist organizations make use of the media. Separate
chapters look at political media and their effects, the
work of political advertising, marketing and public
relations and the communication practices of
organizations at all levels, from grassroots campaigning
through to governments and international bodies. Recent
developments covered in the new edition include: * the
re-election of New Labour in 2001 * the changes in
government information and communication policy
introduced by the Blair administration since 1997 * the
2000 election of George W. Bush in the United States *
the NATO interventions in Kosovo and the former
Yugoslavia * the implications for international political
communication of September 11 * the emergence of AlQuaida and the war on terror.
For many years, the objective of environmental
campaigners was to push climate change on to the
agenda of political leaders and to encourage media
attention to the issue. By the first decade of the twentyfirst century, it appeared that their efforts had been
spectacularly successful. Yet just at the moment when
the campaigners’ goals were being achieved, it seemed
that the idea of getting the issue into mainstream
discussion had been mistaken all along; that the
consensus-building approach produced little or no
meaningful action. That is the problem of climate change
as a ‘post-political’ issue, which is the subject of this
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in politics, news media and celebrity culture, Climate
Change and Post-Political Communication explores how
the issue has been taken up by elites as potentially
offering a sense of purpose or mission in the absence of
political visions of the future, and considers the ways in
which it provides a focus for much broader anxieties
about a loss of modernist political agency and meaning.
Drawing on a wide range of literature and case studies,
and taking a critical and contextual approach to the
analysis of climate change communication, this book will
be a valuable resource for students and scholars of
environmental studies, communication studies, and
media and film studies.
"This book explores the extent and circumstances under
which the media affects public policy; and whether the
political impact of the media is confined to the public
representation of politics or whether their influence goes
further to also affect the substance of political
decisions."--Publisher's website.
This edited collection compares and analyses the most
prominent political communicative responses to the
outbreak and global spread of the COVID-19 strain of
coronavirus within 27 nations across five continents and
two supranational organisations: the EU and the WHO.
The book encompasses the various governments’
communication of the crisis, the role played by
opposition and the vibrancy of the information
environment within each nation. The chapters analyse
the communication drawing on theoretical perspectives
drawn from the fields of crisis communication, political
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book develops a framework to assess the extent to
which state communication followed the key indicators of
effective communication encapsulated in the principles
of: being first; being right; being credible; expressing
empathy; promoting action; and showing respect. The
book also examines how communication circulated
within the mass and social media environments and what
impact differences in spokespersons, messages and the
broader context has on the success of implementing
measures likely to reduce the spread of the virus.
Cumulatively, the authors develop a global analysis of
the responses and how these are shaped by their
specific contexts and by the flow of information, while
offering lessons for future political crisis communication.
This book will be of great interest to students and
researchers of politics, communication and public
relations, specifically on courses and modules relating to
current affairs, crisis communication and strategic
communication, as well as practitioners working in the
field of health crisis communication.
Artistic expression is a longstanding aspect of mankind
and our society. While art can simply be appreciated for
aesthetic artistic value, it can be utilized for other various
multidisciplinary purposes. Music as a Platform for
Political Communication is a comprehensive reference
source for the latest scholarly perspectives on delivering
political messages to society through musical platforms
and venues. Highlighting innovative research topics on
an international scale, such as election campaigns,
social justice, and protests, this book is ideally designed
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students, and researchers interested in discovering how
musical expression is shaping the realm of political
communication.
The mass media are playing an increasingly central role
in modern political life that expands beyond their
traditional function as mediators between the world of
politics and the citizens. This volume explores the extent
and circumstances under which the media affects public
policy; whether the political impact of the media is
confined to the public representation of politics or
whether their influence goes further to also affect the
substance of political decisions. It provides an in-depth
understanding of the conditions under which the media
might, or might not, play a role in the policy process and
what the nature of their influence is. Bringing together
conceptual and methodological approaches from both
political science and communications studies, this book
presents an interdisciplinary perspective. It presents
empirical evidence of the processes involved in the
interaction between mass communication and policy and
features case studies from Western Europe and the US
and across different policy fields. The book will be of
interest to students of public policy, political
communication and comparative politics.
Technological, cultural and economic forces are transforming
political communication, posing challenges and opportunities
for politicians and media organisations, while at the same
time many governments and civil society express concerns
about the extent and nature of political empowerment and
civic engagement. This book offers an international
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audience empowerment, focusing on the ways and means
through which media can empower or dis-empower citizens
as audiences. It features theoretical and empirical chapters
that draw specific attention to a reappraisal of the theories,
methods and issues that inform our understanding of citizens
and audiences in contemporary politics. The authors address
the following questions: How much and what sorts of civic
and audience empowerment are most desirable, and how
does this differ cross-nationally? How do citizens relate to
private and public spaces? How do citizens function in online,
networked, liminal and alternative spaces? How do audiences
of ‘non-political’ media spaces relate their experiences to
politics? How are political parties and movements utilising
audiences as co-creators of political communication and what
are the consequences for democracy? With examples from
the UK, USA, Holland, France, Germany, The Middle East,
South Africa and Mexico, this innovative volume will be of
interest to students and scholars of political science,
marketing, journalism, cultural studies, public relations, media
and international relations.
Social media is polarizing America: using Facebook causes
Americans to negatively judge and stereotype those people
with whom they disagree about politics.
This book is devoted to anticipating and addressing where
the field of political humor and its effects will move in the next
generation of scholarship, exploring the continued evolution
of the study of political humor as well as the normative
implications of these developments.
This book examines how political communication and the
mass media have played a central role in the consolidation of
emerging democracies around the world. Covering a broad
range of political and cultural contexts, including Eastern and
Southern Europe, Latin America, Asia and Africa, this new
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process of establishing an independent media and
competitive politics in post-autocratic societies. Considering
the changing dynamic in the relationship between political
actors, the media and their audience, the authors of this
volume address the following issues: changing journalistic
role perceptions and journalistic quality the reasons and
consequences of persisting instrumentalization of the media
by political actors the role of the media in election campaigns
the way in which the citizens interpret political messages and
the extent to which the media influence political attitudes and
electoral behaviour the role of the Internet in building a
democratic public sphere This book will be of great interest to
all those studying and researching democracy and
democratization, comparative politics, political
communication, journalism, media and the Internet.
A new era of political power has arrived, one in which the
social media forces of Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter
indisputably play a larger role in the political process. In this
revised and expanded edition of Political Communication: The
Manship School Guide, edited by Robert Mann and David D.
Perlmutter, contributors discuss technological changes in the
context of studies and techniques that remain unchallenged,
resulting in a truly comprehensive manual of the world of
political communication. This shift in communication began
with Howard Dean's social media interaction between voters
and candidates. Later, Barack Obama redefined these
techniques during his march to the White House. This
intriguing development in political campaigns focuses the
impact of social media on political consultation and
communication, and this volume provides an up-to-date and
peerless guide to the events, methods, technologies, venues,
theories, and applications of political dialogues. More than
just a how-to primer, this new edition also expertly explains
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Communication: The Manship School Guide includes
individual essays that tackle the growing myths revolving
around politics, such as the political money-monster and the
"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington"--candidate fantasy. Twentyseven chapters from a variety of contributors -- including
academics, journalists, and political professionals -- provide
insightful, astute, and critical essays for a deeper
understanding of political communication and the many roles
the public has played in twenty-first-century politics. With this
second edition, Political Communication: The Manship School
Guide offers readers a valuable resource that clarifies the
confusing world of politics.
Essay from the year 2015 in the subject Communications Media and Politics, Politic Communications, grade: NA, ,
language: English, abstract: Since the US elections in 2008
the close connection between Social Media and political
communication has been brought to the fore. The effective
role that Social Media has been made to play once again in
the 2012 US elections and its conscious or unconscious
replication in the 2014 Indian elections reaffirmed its
significance in contemporary political communication.
Scholars have confirmed that political candidates are
increasingly turning to Social Network Sites (SNS) to
persuade voters and that these sites have become prominent
sources of political information. Political Communication as a
field of study has been about the role of communication in the
political process. This paper would like to focus entirely on
Social Media as a tool in the political process. Political
communication has its beginnings during and between the
World Wars. There are various types of political
communication and political media. Among the political media
the Social Media seems to be the most widely used in
contemporary political process. The three main elements of
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persuasion. The deployment of Social Media in putting forth
one’s or party’s ideology, propagating one’s or party’s
agenda, and persuading the voter is widespread as never
before. Many scholars including Walter Lippmann doubted
the efficacy of media in public enlightenment that democracy
requires. For, they thought that media cannot tell the truth
objectively. Harold Lasswell too took note of the tendency of
media propaganda to dupe and degrade the voters. His work
expressed the fear of propaganda. This view was partly
based on the direct effects theories of media. Similar fear
about the Social Media is lurking in the minds of many today.
To camouflage such fear political spin doctors might employ
political Public Relations. Political spin doctors are press
agents or publicists employed to promote favourable
interpretations to journalists. They also weave reports of
factual events into palatable stories. The case for political
public relations is that it enables paternalism, pluralism, and
pragmatism. But there is also a case against it in that it leads
to news management and spin, corporatism in politics, and
‘enlightened self-interest’. The increasing availability of
internet even in remote parts of the world has made Social
Media a virtual public sphere enabling e-democracy.
Political Communication provides a comprehensive, clear,
and accessible treatment of American campaign rhetoric. This
book's triangulated approach to political communication
includes (1) all forms of campaign speech and oratory, (2) the
rhetorical dimensions of campaign debates, and (3)
candidate/campaign interaction with mass media. This
approach provides today's undergraduates with a thorough
understanding of the methodological approaches to strategies
and practices in American campaigns. Taking a truly
communicative approach to political communication, the text
explores campaigns in terms of their management and
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strategies as regards speeches, debates, and the use of paid
and free media (e.g., print and broadcast ads; the Internet;
etc.). Case studies of actual campaign speeches, political
debates, and mass media campaigns show the application of
theories and methodologies.
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